It is often said that one of the biggest limitations on computer performance is memory bandwidth (i.e."the memory wall problem"). In this position paper, I argue that if historical trends in computing evolution (where growth in available capacity is exponential and reduction in its access latencies is linear) continue as they have, then this view is wrong -in fact we ought to be concentrating on reducing whole system memory access latencies wherever possible, and by "whole system" I mean that we ought to look at how software can be unnecessarily wasteful with memory bandwidth due to legacy design decisions.
It is often said that one of the biggest limitations on computer performance is memory bandwidth (i.e."the memory wall problem"). In this position paper, I argue that if historical trends in computing evolution (where growth in available capacity is exponential and reduction in its access latencies is linear) continue as they have, then this view is wrong -in fact we ought to be concentrating on reducing whole system memory access latencies wherever possible, and by "whole system" I mean that we ought to look at how software can be unnecessarily wasteful with memory bandwidth due to legacy design decisions.
To this end I conduct a feasibility study to determine whether we ought to virtualise the MMU for each application process such that it has direct access to its own MMU page tables and the memory allocated to a process is managed exclusively by the process and not the kernel. I find under typical conditions that nearly scale invariant performance to memory allocation size is possible such that hundreds of megabytes of memory can be allocated, relocated, swapped and deallocated in almost the same time as kilobytes (e.g. allocating 8Mb is 10x quicker under this experimental allocator than a conventional allocator, and resizing a 128Kb block to 256Kb block is 4.5x faster). I find that first time page access latencies are improved tenfold; moreover, because the kernel page fault handler is never called, the lack of cache pollution improves whole application memory access latencies increasing performance by up to 2x. Finally, I try binary patching existing applications to use the experimental allocation technique, finding almost universal performance improvements without having to recompile these applications to make better use of the new facilities.
As memory capacities continue to grow exponentially, applications will make ever larger allocations and deallocations which under present page management techniques will incur ever rising bandwidth overheads. The proposed technique removes most of the bandwidth penalties associated with allocating and deallocating large quantities of memory, especially in a multi-core environment. The proposed technique is easy to implement, retrofits gracefully onto existing OS and application designs and I think is worthy of serious consideration by system vendors, especially if combined with a parallelised batch allocator API such as N1527 currently before the ISO C1X programming language committee.
[Copyright notice will appear here once 'preprint' option is removed.] 
Introduction
There is a lot in the literature about the memory wall problem, and most of it comes from either the hardware perspective [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] or from the software and quite tangential perspective of the effects upon performance of memory allocation techniques. As a quick illustration of the software approaches, the Lea allocator, dlmalloc [6] , aims for a reusable simplicity of implementation, whereas other allocators have a much more complex implementation which makes use of per-processor heaps, lock-free, cache-line locality and transactional techniques [7] [8] [9] . Many still believe strongly in the use of custom application-specific allocators despite that research has shown many of these implementations to be sub-par [10] , whereas others believe that the enhanced type information and metadata available to source compilers allow superior allocators to be implemented at the compilation stage [11] [12] [13] .
Yet there appears to me to be a lack of joined up thinking going on here. The problem is not one of either hardware or software alone, but of whole application performance which looks at the entire system including the humans and other systems which use it -a fundamentally non-linear problem. There is some very recent evidence in the literature that this holistic approach is becoming realised: for example, Hudson (2006) [9] and [14, 15] looked into how a memory allocator's implementation strategy non-linearly affects whole application performance via cache set associativity effects and cache line localisation effects, with a very wide range of approaches and techniques suggested.
To quote the well known note on hitting the memory wall by Wulf and McKee (1995) [1] :
"Our prediction of the memory wall is probably wrong too -but it suggests that we have to start thinking "out of the box". All the techniques that the authors are aware of, including ones we have proposed, provide one-time boosts to either bandwidth or latency. While these delay the date of impact, they don't change the fundamentals." (p. 22).
Personally I don't think that the fundamentals are changeable -the well established holographic principle 1 clearly shows that maximal entropy in any region scales with its radius squared and not cubed as might be expected [16] i.e. it is the boundary to a region which determines its maximum information content, not its volume. Therefore, growth in storage capacity and the speed in accessing that storage will always diverge exponentially for exactly the same reason as why mass -or organisations, or anything which conserves information entropy -face decreasing marginal returns for additional investment into extra order. This is not to suggest that we are inevitably doomed in the long run -rather that, as Wulf and McKee also suggested, we need to start revisiting previously untouchable assumptions. In particular, we need to identify the "low hanging fruit" i.e. those parts of system design which consume or cause the consumption of a lot of memory bandwidth due to legacy design and algorthmic decisions and replace them with functionally equivalent solutions which are more intelligent. This paper suggests one such low hanging fruitthe use of page faulted virtual memory.
How computing systems currently manage memory
Virtual memory, as originally proposed by Denning in 1970 [17] , has become so ingrained into how we think of memory that it has become taken for granted. However, back when it was first introduced, virtual memory was controversial and for good reason, and I think it worthwhile that we recap exactly why. Virtual memory has two typical meanings which are often confused: (i) the MMU hardware which maps physical memory pages to appear at arbitrary (virtual) addresses and (ii) the operating system support for using a paging device to store less frequently used memory pages, thus allowing the maximal use of the available physical RAM in storing the most used memory pages. As Denning pointed out in 1970 [17] , again with much more empirical detail in 1980 [18] and indeed in a reflection upon his career in 1996 [19] , virtual memory had the particular convenience of letting programmers write as if the computer had lots of low latency memory. The owner of a particular computer could then trade off between cost of additional physical RAM and execution speed, with the kernel trying its best to configure an optimal working set of most frequently used memory pages for a given application.
We take this design for granted nowadays. But think about it: there are several assumptions in this choice of design, and these are:
1. That lower latency memory capacity (physical RAM) is expensive and therefore scarce compared to other forms of memory.
2. That higher latency memory capacity (magnetic hard drives) is cheaper and therefore more plentiful.
3. That growth in each will keep pace with the other over time (explicitly stated for example in Wulf and McKee (1995) [1] ).
4. That magnetic storage has a practically infinite write cycle lifetime (so thrashing the page file due to insufficient RAM won't cause self-destruction).
5. And therefore we ought to maximise the utilisation of as much scarce and expensive RAM as possible by expending CPU cycles on copying memory around in order to allow programmers to write software for tomorrow's computers by using magnetic storage to "fake" tomorrow's memory capacities.
As a result, we have the standard C malloc API (whose design is almost unchanged since the 1970s [20] and which is used by most applications and languages) which takes no account of virtual memory at all -each application allocates memory as though it is the sole application in the system. The kernel then overrides the requested memory usage of each process on the basis of a set of statistical assumptions about which pages might actually used by faking an environment for the process where it is alone in the system and can have as much memory as it likes -using the page fault handler to load and save memory page to the page file and polluting all over the processor caches in doing so. Meanwhile you have programmers finding pathological performance in some corner cases in this environment, and writing code which is specifically designed to fool the kernel into believing that memory is being used when it is not, despite that such prefaulting hammers the CPU caches and is fundamentally a waste of CPU time and resources.
This design is stupid, but choosing it was not. There is good reason why it has become so ubiquitous, and I personally cannot think of a better least worst solution given the assumptions above. Unknowable until early 2000's 2 , Figure 1 proves the fact that magnetic non-volatile storage is due to become replaced with flash based storage. Unlike magnetic storage whose average random access latency may vary between 8-30ms [24] and which has a variance strongly dependent on the distance between the most recently accessed location and the next location, flash based storage has a flat and uniform random access latency just like RAM. Where DDR3 RAM may have a 10-35ns read/write latency, current flash storage has a read/write latencies of 10-20µs and 200-250µs respectively [25] which is only three orders slower than reading and four orders slower than writing RAM respectively, versus the six orders of difference against magnetic storage. What this means is that the relative overhead of page faulted virtual memory on flash based storage becomes much larger -several thousand fold larger -against overall performance than when based on magnetic storage based swap files.
Furthermore flash based storage has a limited write cycle lifetime which makes it inherently unsuitable for use as temporary volatile storage. This has a particular consequence, and let me make this clear: there is no longer any valid substitute for RAM. The dotted line shows the best fit regression for speed which is linear, and the dashed line shows the best fit for size which is a power regression. Note how that during this period memory capacity outgrew memory speed by a factor of ten. Sources: [26] [27].
As Figure 2 shows, growth in capacity for the "value sweetspot" in RAM (i.e. those RAM sticks with the most memory for the least price at that time) has outstripped growth in the access speed of the same RAM by a factor of ten in the period 1997-2009, so while we have witnessed an impressive 25x growth in RAM speed we have also witnessed a 250x growth in RAM capacity during the same time period. Moreover, growth in capacity is exponential versus a linear growth in access speed, so the differential is only going to dramatically increase still further in the next decade. Put another way, assuming that trends continue and all other things being equal, if it takes a 2009 computer 160ms to access all of its memory at least once, it will take a 2021 computer 5,070 years to do the same thing 3 .
Conclusions
So let's be really clear:
1. Non-volatile storage will soon be unsubstitutable for RAM.
2. RAM capacity is no longer scarce.
3. What is scarce, and going to become a LOT more scarce is memory access speed.
4. Therefore, if the growth in RAM capacity over its access speed continues, we are increasingly going to see applications constrained not by insufficient storage, but by insufficiently fast access to storage.
The implications of this change are profound for all users of computing technology, but especially for those responsible for the implementations of system memory management. What these trends mean is that historical performance bottlenecks are metamorphising into something new. And that implies, especially given today's relative abundance and lack of substitutability of memory capacity, that page faulted virtual memory needs to be eliminated and replaced with something less latency creating.
Replacing page faulted virtual memory
4.1 How much latency does page faulted virtual memory actually introduce into application execution?
Sadly, I don't have the resources available to me to find out a full and proper answer to this, but I was able to run some feasibility testing. Proper research funding would be most welcome. Figure 3 . A log-log plot of how much overhead paged virtual memory allocation introduces over non-paged memory allocation according to block size. Figure 3 shows how much overhead is introduced in a best case scenario by fault driven page allocation versus non-paged allocation for Microsoft Windows 7 x64 and Linux 2.6.32 x64 running on a 2.67Ghz Intel Core 2 Quad processor. The test allocates a block of a given size and writes a single byte in each page constituting that block, then frees the block. On Windows the Address Windowing Extension (AWE) functions AllocateUserPhysicalPages() et al. were used to allocate non-paged memory versus the paged memory returned by VirtualAlloc(), whereas on Linux the special flag MAP POPULATE was used to ask the kernel to prefault all pages before returning the newly allocated memory from mmap(). As the API used to perform the allocation and free is completely different on Windows, one would expect partially incommensurate results.
As one can see, the overhead introduced by fault driven page allocation is substantial with the overhead reaching 125% on Windows and 36% on Linux. The overhead rises linearly with the number of pages involved up until approximately 1-2Mb after which it drops dramatically. This makes sense: for each page fault the kernel must perform a series of lookups in order to figure what page should be placed where, so the overhead from the kernel per page fault as shown in Figure 4 ought to be approximately constant at 2800 cycles per page for Microsoft Windows 7. There is something wrong with the Linux kernel page fault handler here: it costs 3100 Draft 1cycles per page up to 2Mb which seems reasonable, however after that it rapidly becomes 6500 cycles per page which suggests a TLB entry size dependency or a lack of easily available free pages and which is made clear in Table 1 . However that isn't the whole story -obviously enough, each time the kernel executes the page fault handler it must traverse several thousand cycles worth of code and data, thus kicking whatever the application is currently doing out of the CPU's instruction and data caches and therefore necessitating a reload of those caches (i.e. a memory stall) when execution returns.
In other words, fault driven page allocation introduces a certain amount of ongoing CPU cache pollution and therefore raises by several orders not just the latency of first access to a memory page not currently in RAM, but also memory latency in general. Figure 4 . A log-linear plot of how many CPU cycles is consumed per page by the kernel page fault handler when allocating a run of pages according to block size.
The point being made here is that when an application makes frequent changes to its virtual address space layout (i.e. the more memory allocation and deallocation it does), page faulted virtual memory introduces a lot of additional and often hard to predict application execution latency through the entire application as a whole. The overheads shown in Figures 3 and 4 represent a bestcase scenario where there isn't a lot of code and data being traversed by the application -in real world code, the additional overhead introduced by pollution of CPU caches by the page fault handler can become sufficiently pathological that some applications deliberately prefault newly allocated memory before usage.
What to use instead of page faulted virtual memory
I propose a very simple replacement of page faulted virtual memory: a user mode page allocator. This idea is hardly new: Mach has an external pager mechanism [28] , V++ employed an external page cache management system [29] , Nemesis had self-paging [30] and Azul implements a pauseless GC algorithm [31] which uses a special Linux kernel module to implement user mode page management [32]. However something major has changed just recently -the fact that we can now use nested page table suppor in commodity PCs to hardware assist user mode page management. As a result, the cost of this proposal is perhaps just a 33-50% increase in page table walk costs.
The design is simple: one virtualises the MMU tables for each process which requests it (i.e. has a sufficiently new version of its C library). When you call malloc, mmap et al. and new memory is needed, a kernel upcall is used to asynchronously release and request physical memory page frame numbers of the various sizes supported by the hardware and those page frames are mapped by the C library to wherever needed via direct manipulation of its virtualised MMU page tables. When you call free, munmap et al. and free space coalescing determines that a set of pages is no longer needed, these are placed into a free page cache. The kernel may occasionally send a signal to the process asking for pages from this cache to be asynchronously or synchronously freed according to a certain severity.
There are three key benefits to this design. The first is that under paged virtual memory when applications request new memory from the kernel, it is not actually allocated right there and then: instead it is allocated and its contents zeroed on first access which introduces cache pollution as well as using up lots of memory bandwidth. The user mode page allocator avoids unnecessary pages clears, or when necessary avoids them being performed when the CPU is busy by keeping a cache of free pages around which can be almost instantly mapped to requirements without having to wait for the kernel or for the page to be cleared. Because dirtied pages are still cleaned when they move between processes, data security is retained and no security holes are introduced, but pages are not cleared when they are relocated within the same process thus avoiding unnecessary page clearing or copying.
If this sounds very wasteful of memory pages, remember that capacities are increasing exponentially. Even for "big-iron" applications soon access latencies will be far more important than capacities. One can therefore afford to 'throw' memory pages at problems.
The second benefit is that a whole load of improved memory management algorithms become available. For example, right now when extending a std::vector<> in C++ one must allocate new storage and move construct each object from the old storage into the new storage, then destruct the old storage. Under this design one simply keeps some extra address space around after the vector's storage and maps in new pages as necessary -thus avoiding the over-allocation typical in existing std::vector<> implementations. Another example is that memory can be relocated from or swapped between A and B at a speed invariant to the amount of data by simply remapping the data in question. The list of potential algorithmic improvements goes on for some time, but the final and most important one that I will mention here is that memory management operations can be much more effectively batched across multiple cores, thus easily allowing large numbers of sequential allocations and deallocations to be performed concurrently -something not easily possible with current kernel based designs. As an example of the benefits of batching, consider the creation of a four million item list in C++ which right now requires four million separate malloc calls each of identical size. With a batch malloc API such as N1527 proposed by myself and currently before the ISO C1X standards committee [33] , one maps as many free pages as are available for all four million members in one go (asynchronously requesting the shortfall/reloading the free page cache from the kernel) and simply demarcates any headers and footers required which is much more memory bandwidth and cache friendly. While the demarcation is Draft 1 taking place, the kernel can be busy asynchronously returning extra free pages to the process, thus greatly parallelising the whole operation and therefore substantially reducing total memory allocation latency by removing waits on memory.
In case you think a batch malloc API unnecessary, consider that a batched four million item list construction is around 100,000 times faster that at present. And consider that compilers can easily aggregate allocation and frees to single points, thus giving a free speed-up such that C++'s allocation speeds might start approaching that of Java's. And finally consider that most third party memory allocators have provided batch APIs for some time, and that the Perl language found a 18% reduction in start-up time by adopting a batch malloc API [34] .
The third benefit is implied from the first two, but may be nonobvious: memory allocation becomes invariant to the amount allocated. As mentioned earlier, as capacity usage continues to be exchanged for lower latencies, the amounts of memory allocated and deallocation are going to rise -a lot. A user mode page allocator removes the overhead associated with larger capacity allocation and deallocation as well as its first time access -witness the massive drop in latencies shown by Table 1 . Figure 5 . A log-linear plot of how the system and user mode page allocators scale to block sizes between 4Kb and 1Mb. Adjusted no traverse means that single byte write traversal costs were removed to make the results commensurate.
To test the effects of a user mode page allocator, a prototype user mode page allocator 4 was developed which abuses the Address Windowing Extensions (AWE) API of Microsoft Windows mentioned earlier in order to effectively provide direct user mode access to the hardware MMU. The use of the verb 'abuses' is the proper one: the AWE functions are intended for 32-bit applications to make use of more than 4Gb of RAM, and they were never intended to be used by 64 bit applications in arbitrarily remapping pages around the virtual address space. Hence due API workarounds the prototype user mode page allocator runs (according to my testing) at least 10x slower than it ought to were the API more suitable, and probably more like 40x slower when compared to a memory copy directly into the MMU page tables -however, its dependency or lack thereof on allocation size in real world applications should remain clear. The results shown by Figure 5 speak for themselves.
Looking at the performance of malloc et al. as provided by the Lea allocator [6] under the user mode page allocator (where 1.0 4 It is open source and can be found at http://github.com/ned14/ nedmalloc. equals the performance of the Lea allocator under the Windows kernel page allocator), Figure 6 illuminates an interesting 2x performance gain for very small allocations when running under the user mode page allocator with a slow decline in improvement as one approaches the 128Kb-256Kb range. This is particularly interesting given that the test randomly mixes up very small allocations with very big ones, so why there should be a LOG(allocation size) related speed-up is surprising. I would suggest that the lack of cache pollution introduced by the lack of a page fault handler being called for every previously unaccessed page is most likely to be the cause. -+0.58% Mean = +1.88% Median = +1.20% Chi-squared probability of independence p = 1.0 Table 2 shows the effect of the user mode page allocator in various real world applications binary patched to use the Lea allocator. Clearly the more an application allocates a lot of memory during its Draft 1 execution (G++) rather than working on existing memory (Python), the better the effect.
Conclusion and further work
Even a highly inefficient user mode page allocator implementation shows impressive scalability and mostly positive effects on existing applications -even without them being recompiled to take advantage of the much more efficient algorithms made possible by virtualising the MMU for each process.
I would suggest that additional research be performed in this area -put another way, easy to implement efficiency gains in software could save billions of dollars by delaying development of additional hardware complexity to manage the memory wall. And besides, page file backed memory is not just unnecessary but performance sapping in modern systems.
